SANGRI-rita HAPPY HOUR

TUES & WED 5PM TO 6 PM | THUR TO SAT 4 PM TO 5 PM
ONLY SERVED AT BAR!

UN BEBIDA POR FAVOR! DRINKS

$7

AVOCADO MARGARITA
Lunazul, Cointreau, avocado, jalapeño, tajin rim

UN ABRAZO
Lunazul, Triple Sec, lime, agave

RED OR WHITE HOUSE SANGRIA
Wine macerated for several weeks with citrus and seasonal fruits

FERRARI-CARANO 2021 PINOT GRIGIO
Russian River, California

CEPAS ANTIGUAS 2018 TEMPRANILLO
Uruñuela, Spain

TAPAS & MORE

$5

CROQUETAS DE POLLO Romanesco

CORN MEAL “SORULLOS”
CHIPOTLE AIOLI SPICY BUTTERMILK SYRUP
Puerto Rican corn fritters that are crispy on the outside, soft and buttery inside
GF

DELGADO’S BEEF EMPANADAS
PICKLED AJI PEPPER
Chef Delgado traditional family gathering empanadas recipe

ALBONDIGAS GUISDAS
spanish style stewed pork meatballs
FOGÓN
AND
LIONS

HORA FELIZ